Native American

SPIRIT OF THE EARTH: Indian Voices
of Nature, Fitzgerald. This exceptional presentation of Native American
concepts of the sacred combines
insightful, apt historical quotations
with breathtaking images and photos
of sacred sites, animals and personages to create a moving compendium of
traditional wisdom teachings. 118 pgs.,

ISBN 9781936597543, $14.95 [SPIRIT EARTH]

NATIVE AMERICAN WISDOM,
Edited. Mini book combines compelling sayings with evocative black
and white photographs to provide a
dramatic visual and spiritual portrayal
of Native American wisdom and
culture. Hard cover, (3 x 3.5”), 128 pgs.,

ISBN 9781561383078, $5.95 [NA WISDOM]

ANIMAL SPEAK: The Spiritual & Magical
Powers of Creatures Great & Small,
Andrews. Learn how to identify, meet and
attune to your spirit animals. Discover
the power and spiritual significance of
over 100 different animals, birds, and
insects. 400 pgs., ISBN 9780875420288,
$22.99 [ANIMAL SPEAK]

POCKET GUIDE TO SPIRIT ANIMALS:
Understanding Messages from your
Animal Spirit Guides, Farmer. This
user-friendly and handy pocket
sized book is a popular introduction to animal spirit guides. 306 pgs.,

ISBN 9781401939656, $9.99 [SPIRIT ANIMAL]

SPIRIT DRUMMING: A Guide to the
Healing Power of Rhythm, Horn. A
transformational and heartfelt guide to
the spiritual side
of Native American
drumming; learn
tribal songs, rituals
and teachings; a
shamanic journey
with the author
as guide. 176 pgs.,
ISBN 9781454921509,
$14.95 [DRUMMING]

SPIRIT HEALING: How to Make Your
Life Work, Atwood. Teaches the traditional healing techniques and practices of Native American traditions; an
excellent overview that covers many
topics from smudging and sweat lodges
to diet and gemstone healing. 224 pgs.,

ISBN 9781454926054, $12.95 [SPIRIT HEAL]

HEALING SECRETS OF THE NATIVE
AMERICANS: Herbs, Remedies, and
Practices that Restore the Body,
Refresh the Mind, and Rebuild the
Spirit, Shimers. Discover all-natural
remedies and techniques of Native
American origin; indexed using 40
different types of plants and herbs
to heal dozens of everyday ailments.

Hard cover. 208 pgs, ISBN 9781579123925,
$14.99 [HEAL SECRETS]

SACRED SMOKE: The Ancient Art
of Smudging for Modern Times,
McCampbell. This book explains
the spiritual practice of smudging
and illustrates this integral part
of traditional Native American
life. 128 pgs., ISBN 9781570671173,

ISBN 9781933855974, $16.95 [SPIRIT STONE]

SOUTHWEST INDIAN COUNTRY (fold
out map). Map covers all National Parks/
Monuments and Indian Reservations
in the “Four Corner” states. List of
Events/Festivities, Index of Cities/
Towns. Covers west to Henderson NV
east to Las Vegas NM, north from Castle
Rock CO south to Wickenburg AZ.

ISBN 9780918505797, $5.95 [QA SW INDIAN]

INDIAN
DESIGNS,
Villaseñor.
Presents large
patterns and
symbols of
Southwestern
Native American
origin with brief
explanations of
their meaning
and use; also
a useful guide
for jewelry
and craft
making. (8.5

x 11”) 48 pgs.,
ISBN 9780879611224, $10.95 [VILLASENOR]

$9.95 [SACRED SMOKE]

SACRED SAGE: How it Heals, Walks
Alone. This popular best-selling booklet
describes the use of sage for physical,
mental and spiritual healing. 32 pgs.,

ISBN 9780964022904, $6.00 [SACRED SAGE]

THE SMUDGING
AND BLESSINGS BOOK:
Inspirational
Rituals to
Cleanse and
Heal, Alexander.
Learn to combine
smudging with
techniques from
other traditions
in order to banish
stress, attract
love, turn your
house into a soothing sanctuary and
bring your family closer together. 96 pgs.,
ISBN 9781402766817, $12.95 [SMUDGING]
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SPIRIT IN THE STONE: A Handbook
of Southwest Indian Animal Carvings
and Beliefs, Bahti. Newly revised
and updated classic that explores the
role animal carvings play, the materials, the artists who create them, as
well as the history of fetish carvings
through the 20th century. 131 pgs.,

= New or Added Titles

MYTHS & LEGENDS OF THE INDIANS
OF THE SOUTHWEST. Learn the way of
life, stories and myths of ancient Native
American peoples; images can be used
as coloring book too. Ages 9+, $4.95 each
BOOK 1 (Navajo, Apache & Pima),
Olin & Dutton. ISBN 9780883880494
[INDIANS SW 1]

BOOK 2 (Hopi, Acoma, Tewa &
Zuni), Dutton., ISBN 9780883880623
[INDIANS SW 2]

CODE TALKER: The First and Only
Memoir by One of the Original Navajo
Code Talkers of WWII, Nez. A moving
memoir of the last surviving Navajo
code talker. From Guadalcanal through
Bougainville to Peleliu: a riveting
tale of jungle combat and a personal
struggle to adapt to civilian life following
war. 320 pgs., ISBN 9780425247853,
$16.00 [CODE TALKER]

WRATH OF COCHISE: The Bascom
Affair and the Origins of the Apache
Wars, Mort. Using the Apache Wars as
a focal point, this narrative of Western
Frontier warfare is a compelling history
of western settlement, Native American
culture, and the bloody collision of
world views in mid-nineteenth century
America. 368 pgs., ISBN 9781605985503,
$15.95 [WRATH COCHISE]

MEDICINE WHEEL CEREMONIES,
May. Connect to the living universe
and find answers through practicing
the ceremonies of the traditional Native
American medicine wheel; includes
Medicine Wheel Ceremony Cards. 48 pgs.,
ISBN 9780879612429, $10.95 [WHEEL]

WHITE EAGLE MEDICINE WHEEL
DECK, Wa-na-nee-che. Divinatory
deck utilizes traditional Native
American symbols, ritual tools and
spirit animals to develop your intuitive
abilities; includes book. 46 cards, 80 pgs.,

ISBN 9781859062579, $14.95 [WHITE EAGLE]

NATIVE AMERICAN SPIRITUALITY
ORACLE CARDS, Tuan. Tap into the
collective imagination of Native American
inspired imagery and symbols. From
divination to journeying between worlds,
this oracle is sure to help you understand more about yourself and the
nature of our world. 33 cards & 128 pgs.,

SURVIVAL SKILLS OF NATIVE
CALIFORNIA, Campbell. Learn the
wilderness skills practiced by Native
Californians centuries ago; features 2000
skills and nearly 1000 instructional illustrations; tools for hunting and gathering,
preparing food, implements for household
needs, recreation and warfare. 452 pgs.,
ISBN 9780879059217, $40.00 [SURVIV SKIL]

THE SIERRA NEVADA BEFORE
HISTORY: Ancient Landscapes, Early
Peoples, Jackson. Describes the synergy
of Native culture and mythology with
the natural history and topography of
California’s best known range. 210 pgs.,
ISBN 9780878425679, $15.00 [SN BEFORE]

9780738747590, $19.95 [NATIVE CARDS]

THE TIPI: Traditional Native American
Shelter, Hungrywolf. Vintage photographs and historical text provides a
cultural context for the Native American
people and their distinctive dwellings.
Includes how to make your own tipi,
with patterns and illustrations. 224 pgs.,
ISBN 9781570671746, $17.95 [TIPI]

SACRED PATH CARDS: The Discovery
of Self Through Native Teachings, Sams.
These oracle cards distill the essential wisdom of many tribal traditions
and provide a powerful tool of selfdiscovery, 44 cards, Hard Cover, 336 pgs.,

ISBN 9780062507624, $37.50 [SACRED PATH]

NATIVE ROADS: The Complete Motoring
Guide to the Navajo and Hopi Nations,
Kosik. Indispensable guide ushers
you through the spectacular scenery
and historical landmarks of the beautiful Four Corners area via nineteen
routes. 302 pgs., ISBN 9781933855899,
$16.95 [NATIVE ROADS]

APACHE LEGENDS: Songs of
the Wind Dancer, Cuevas. Learn
the legends of the Apache in this
engrossing collection. 128 pgs.,

ISBN 9780879612191, $12.95 [SONGS]

LAND, PEOPLE, AND ROCK ART OF
THE COSO RANGE, Rogers. Attractive,
succinct, full-color book uses userfriendly descriptions of the geology,
climate, prehistory, history and rock art
of the Coso Range. Includes beautiful
photographs and illustrations of rock
art and surrounding landscape. 42 pgs.,

ISBN 9780943041186, $12.00 [COSO RANGE]

COSO ROCK ART: A New Perspective,
Younkin, ed. Puts the rich rock art of the
Coso Range into perspective, placing the
petroglyphs within the cultural traditions from which they derive. 186 pgs.,

INDIAN USES OF DESERT PLANTS,
ISBN 9780943041001, $24.95 [COSO]
Cornett. Visual field guide to how Indians of
the desert Southwest used plants for tools,
PANAMINT
food, baskets, weapons, medicines, ceremoSHOSHONE
nies, preservatives and building materials:
BASKETRY: An
color photographs of the plants plus historic
American Art
photographs of Native Americans. 80 pgs.,
Form, Slater.
ISBN 9780937794456, $14.95 [INDIAN USES]
Fascinating
introduction to
HEALING WITH
native basketry
MEDICINAL PLANTS
and culture from
OF THE WEST,
Death Valley
Garcia and Adams.
in southern
Associate Professor of
California;
Pharmacology, James
includes modern
Adams, and Cecila
and historical
Garcia, a Chumash
photographs,
healer, guide you in the
plus extenuse, identification and
sive explanatory text. 142 pgs.,
lore of medicinal plants
ISBN 9780930704315, $19.95 [PANAMINT]
for healing. 266 pgs.,
ISBN 9780976309192,
$17.95 [MED PLANTS]
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